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CITY OF DALLAS

Environmental
Accomplishments

To Our Community:

The City of Dallas has an ongoing, active commitment to environmental improvement. The efforts of City of
Dallas employees and contractors put the City at the cutting edge of environmental protection and natural
resource conservation. This commitment involves more than 10,000 City of Dallas employees and 14 city
departments. Our strategy is based on implementing an Environmental Policy and an Environmental
Management System (EMS) for more than 11 years.
By implementing this EMS, the City of Dallas is not only complying with environmental laws and regulations
but is going beyond that and continually striving to improve the City’s environmental performance. These
efforts also help improve the services delivered to citizens and helps conserve Dallas resources.
City of Dallas departments annually commit to achieving 30 to 40 goals designed to improve their
environmental performance.
We are proud of these efforts, and are showcasing a sampling of the achievements by City of Dallas
departments through their EMS program activities. As a whole, this program embodies a mindset of
continuous improvement which is critical to improving our environmental footprint.

THE DALLAS POLICE DEPARTMENT

is proud of the initiative taken by the Southeast Patrol
Station. Their efforts go above and beyond the basic
requirements of the Environmental Management
System.
The patrol station identified that officers were using
excessive amounts of water bottles to keep themselves
hydrated throughout the day. They sought out and
secured funding which covered the installation of two
re-fillable water bottle stations for their location in
2015.

This has significantly cut down on the amount of
single-use plastic bottles used at the Southeast Patrol.
From the “Bottles Saved” counter on the refill station,
there has been a reduction of approximately 18,000
plastic water bottles (and counting) used in four years!

Gym Refill Station

The Dallas Police Department is always appreciative
and supports its employees in bringing forward ideas
which foster environmental stewardship as well as
resource conservation practices.

Main Hall Refill Station

THE PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT’s

MOWmentum Program is a joint effort between our City
government and community. The purpose of the program is
to keep right-of-ways and neighborhoods clean and beautiful.
Sponsors can include homeowners associations, businesses,
and individuals. MOWmentum Program funds may be used for
elaborate projects such as fully landscaped
right-of-ways. Reimbursable costs may include landscaping
and irrigation systems.
MOWmentum projects can also have a positive effect on the
environment in addition to beautifying existing right-ofways. By adding landscape improvements such as trees and
plants, these projects can mitigate the effects of urban heat
islands through evapotranspiration and shading of streets.
The additional landscaping can also improve air quality by
absorbing some pollutants such as ozone, nitrogen dioxide and
particulate matter.

DALLAS LOVE FIELD has achieved Airports Council International’s Level 2 Airport Carbon
Accreditation (ACA) largely due to the airport’s efforts to reduce its carbon footprint. In 2017, Love
Field was awarded Level 1 certification for collecting data on the airport’s emissions sources. Love Field
earned Level 2 ACA accreditation by reducing its carbon emissions in 2017 compared to the average
2015 and 2016 emissions levels. In addition, the Department of Aviation developed a comprehensive
Carbon Management Plan that outlines efforts to reduce the airport’s greenhouse gas emissions and
identifies how future emissions will be reduced. Department of Aviation staff accepted the ACA Level 2
Award at the 2019 Airports Council International – North America Annual Conference.

DALLAS FIRE-RESCUE has secured

grant funding to purchase a pump simulator to train motor
pump operators. Currently, pump training involves pumping
water through hoses and out nozzles. A pump simulator system
recirculates water, reducing water waste during training. The
pump simulator will reduce or eliminate: storm water/hazmat
issues with large quantities of chlorine treated water and foam
run-off; water hammer/rupture issues with city hydrant systems;
damage to the fire apparatus; damage to pavement, structures, and
facilities on city and private property reducing liabilities for the
City; out of service time for training by allowing training to occur
at the fire station; and vehicle emissions from reduced vehicles
traveling to the DFR training facility.
The pump simulator will also help reduce the environmental
foot print of every fire recruit. Currently, each recruit receives
30 minutes of pump training on a fire engine that pumps 1500
gallons per minute. For a typical 180-person recruit class,
approximately 8 million gallons of water is used. Once the pump
simulator is used for training, DFR will be saving 8 million gallons
of water per class and each recruit will be helping the City be a
more sustainable city at the start of their careers. This is a huge
accomplishment relative to the City’s ability to effectively conserve
water

THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

efficiencies that have resulted in environmental benefits.

has been looking to improve

A year ago, Transportation’s Sign Shop manager, John Lemon, was frustrated that his crews had to visit
some sites twice to remove and install poles and signs. The challenge was how to install a sign pole and
any necessary signs in one trip. At the time, one truck hauling an air compressor and pneumatic tools to
remove the old pole and a second truck hauling necessary supplies to install the new pole were sent to a
site.
Mr. Lemon realized if there were powerful enough cordless electric tools that could be used to remove
the old sign poles, it would eliminate the need for the truck with the compressor. After securing
professional cordless electric tools and assigning them to select crews to use, this pilot deployment
showed this was an effective way of saving time and money. Additionally, emissions were reduced by
not needing two separate vehicles traveling to the same site.
Another innovation was wherever possible, the sign crews no longer use concrete to place the sign poles
in the ground. Instead, the ‘breakaway’ poles, which are square tubes with holes in them, allow crews
to use a particular anchor that attaches to a base pole that is manually driven about 36 inches into the
ground. The sign pole slips into the base pole and anchored in place with a special bolt.
This new system of sign placement is applicable in over 90% of new and replacement sign poles. In FY19
alone, there were 114 poles installed this way. If those poles had been installed, and eventually removed
in concrete, that would total over 1710 pounds of concrete eventually being sent to the landfill.

THE KAY BAILEY HUTCHISON CONVENTION CENTER DALLAS

is committed to supporting and encouraging sustainable practices. As one of only a handful of U.S. LEED-EB and ISO 14001 certified
convention centers in the nation, our dedication to resource conservation, sustainability, source reduction, and waste diversion is
standard operating procedure. We pride ourselves in working with clients to host environmentally-friendly meetings and offering
“green” practices, when possible.

In addition, on June 11, 2019 Kay Bailey Hutchison Convention Center Dallas launched its Master Plan. The Master Plan will modernize
and expand the Convention Center facilities to improve efficiency of operations and ensure continued competitiveness as a major
regional, national and international destination. The Plan incorporates sustainability initiatives such as alternative energy, green roof
garden and recycling/composting.
Spectra Venue Management strives to decrease the carbon footprint of the Convention Center through “green” and environmentally
friendly efforts. At the forefront of those efforts is their energy conservation program, “STEP Up”. The “STEP Up” program spreads both
environmental awareness and day to day actions that impact the Convention Center. Its current initiatives include active recycling of
paper, plastic, aluminum, and cardboard, as well as glass, grease, toner cartridges, newspaper, and fluorescent lamps. In addition, they
are using bio-degradable products at the concession stands.

THE PARK AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT is a steward of the

environment and has implemented technology to help reduce its environmental impact.

Park Maintenance and Operations Division uses automated athletic field lighting systems to enhance user
experiences on athletic fields while also reducing energy consumption. Lights for designated fields may be
controlled remotely and set to be on during designated time periods. The department plans to convert all remaining
fields that are still set up with a time-controlled push button to the upgraded system.
Automated robots are used to mark athletic fields with more accuracy and efficiency as part of a pilot program.
The robot’s autonomous technology, which is linked to GPS, marks an entire soccer field in 35 minutes or an entire
football field in 2 hours. This electric equipment not only eliminates air emissions, but also saves time and money
by allowing staff to redirect their efforts to other projects while the field is
being striped.
Park Maintenance and Operations is conducting an automated robotic
mower pilot program at two locations. One mower will be used at Turner
Plaza to mow one acre and three mowers will be used at Kiest to mow two
soccer fields. The benefits of the Automowers are no air emissions, reduced
noise, and self-operation.
New generation smart irrigation systems were installed at two downtown
parks in 2018. The systems feature built-in sensors alerting irrigation
managers of abnormal water usage or leaks via cloud-based applications that
can be accessed on a smart phone. The system can be shut down remotely in
case of emergencies. In the first year of operations, water usage was reduced
in half compared to the previous three years at the pilot park sites. In the
upcoming year, Park Maintenance will install new smart systems at an
additional nine locations with the support of a Dallas Water Utilities’ grant.

DALLAS WATER UTILITIES’s South Side
Wastewater Treatment Plant uses a successful public-private
partnership to generate renewable energy for its operation.
Wastewater solids are fed into digester vessels. The digestion of
the wastewater solids produces biogas The biogas is then sent to
the on-site cogeneration facility where electricity is produced to
power the treatment plant’s operations and reduce consumption of
power produced by fossil fuels. The cogeneration facility produces
an average of 25,000 megawatt hours a year or about 40% of
the annual power needs of the waste water treatment plant. The
cogeneration plant also produces hot water that is used to warm
the digester vessels and to heat several buildings at the South Side
Wastewater Treatment plant.
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